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Attacker → PHALANX MED-HEAVY LIGHT/SKR HEAVY CAV LIGHT CAV WARBEAST
Defender \|/ Armoured
PHALANX 5 6 6 5 6 5
MED-HEAVY 5 5 5 4 5 3
LIGHT/SKR 3 3 5 3 4 3
HEAVY CAV 5 6 6 5 5 5
LIGHT CAV 3 5 5 5 6 6
WARBEAST 6 6 6 5 6 6

Movement: Shots fired: Resolve clashes:
Heavy first Light first Close range first Add up each formation's successful hits
then medium then medium then spears The formation with the most hits is the winner

Multiple formations, rank in order of winner to worst loser (most hits to least hits)
but can be no interruptions
interrupted Manoeuvring can be “pushing back” the enemy by moving both bases
by anything (out of these
yet to move flankers will
(i.e., faster) strike first) Any moving while in contact with an enemy formation must be to flee (AWAY from enemy!)

Resolve death matches:
Work as normal combat but lowest scoring formation has removed from play
Remove number of bases equivalent to “hits taken up to difference +1”
Example

Greeks used 6 bases and dealt 4 hits
Hittites used 8 bases and dealt 2 hits

hits represent effort rather than casualties, 
thus two sides may inflict very large numbers of hits but take much fewer casualties, as both players were fighting very hard to survive

Heaviest inf Up to poor hoplite Peltast, bows Ranged, lt.Ch Elephant, hvy Ch

Melee:

then light etc then heavy etc then cav hw
then beast hw The number of hits MORE than the next best opponent is the distance the unit can mnv.
then inf hw

Formations still in contact will go into deathmatch mode next turn

This way the only tactical manoeuvring (eg outflanking) can only be performed by winners

Greeks TAKE 2 with difference making maximum casualties 2+1 so take 2, less than max of 3
Hittites TAKE 4 with difference making maximum casualties 2+1 so take the max of 3
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